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ABSTRACT 

Boiling heat transfer depends considerably on the quality of surface over which 
boiling takes place. Shot peening can improve surface mechanical properties and 
at the same time it has been observed that it can improve the rate of boiling heat 
transfer. Details of relevant geometrical parameters of two types of basic surface 
dents viz. due to a spherical ball and due to a tetrahedron were studied and it was 
found that a tetrahedron dent has a larger ratio of dent surface area to projected 
area. This may provide more nucleating sites for boiling heat transfer. 

1. I:~T!?C!CL'CTIOM 

It has been known since long that boiling heat transfer isconsiderably affected 
by surfaceconditionsofthe heating interface, roughness, wettability ofsurface 
and surface tension of the liquid. In the engineering situation like steam 
generators in thermal power plant once the working fluid isdecidedthere is not 
much of a control over the properties of boiling liquid such as surface tension, 
saturation pressure, temperature etc. However surface properties like rough- 
nessand wettability can be controlled for improved boiling heat transfer. Jacob 
(1 936) studiedthe boiling heat transferon three surfaces (a) asurfacecovered 
with a layer of thin oil. (b) a partially wettable polished chromium surface and, 
(c) a specially prepared 'screen' surface with cubicle cavities of linear 
dimension and spacing of about 0.25 rnm, which became fully wetted. It was 
noticed that roughness of specially prepared cubicle 'screen'surface counter- 
acted the surface tension, and the plate became completely wet and gave 
increased rate of heat transfer. Higher wettability due to surface roughness 
resulted in large number of nucleating sites, which gave off increased number 
of bubblesandthereby increasingthe boiling heat transfer manyfold compared 
to heat transfer by natural convection and boiling on untreated surface. The 
phenomenon has since heen described in related technical literature (Geidt, 
1957; Gebhart, 1971; Sharma e? al., : 989) on the topic. 

2. HEAT TRANSFER ON SHOT PEENED SURFACES 

Creating the surface roughness by various means increases the turbulence 
level in boundary layerthereby increasing convectiveand boiling heat transfer. 
But such anactiononsurfacecouldadversely affectthe mechanical properties 
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of theheatingsurface. This is undesirablespecially ifthe wallthickness issmall. 
Shot peening improves the mechanical properties of the surface at the same 
time provides the surface roughness which increases the wettability and 
provides numerous ncrleating sites. Using this idea Sharma and Mubeen 
(1986) and Nadkarni, et al (1990), applied shot peening to study boiling heat 
transfer and found that heat transfer rate improved considerably by shot 
peening. Nadkarni et, al reported improvement in boiling heat transfer rate in 
the range of 13% to 140% by shot peening, grit peening and by using M seal 
compound coating on boiler quality steel tube. An important observation was 
that grit peened surface provided considerably higher heat transfer rate than 
that of shot ;peened surface. As an abundant caution it is worth repeating that 
in the process of shot peening compressive indentation is required on the 
surface rather than scratching as is the case in blasting machines which are 
mostlyusedfordescaling, surfacecleaning, deburring etc. Nahar (1 991), Tiwari 
(1 991) lave clearly mentioned that shot peening with brokedn spherical shots 
will result in grit peening andwill be injurious tothefatigue lifeof thecomponent 
and therefore defeating the real prupose of improving the surface mechanical 
properties. Sharma's (1996) results, however indicate no major damage to 
surface due to controlled grit peening as was indicated by Nahar (1991) and 
Tiwari (1991). 

3. GEOMETRY OF IkiDENTATIOM 
The higher rate of boiling heat transfer in case of grit peened surface as 
compared toshot (ball) peenedsurface makes it befittingtolookintothedetails 
of geometry of indentation and possible mechanism. Qualitatively, the inden- 
tation of the ball will be comparatively flat than the indentation of a grit particle 
which most likely will have sharper points an31 or edges. However the impact 
on thesurface bythe particle will result inan indentation, the geometry of which 
will decide whether the surface mechanical properties are improved or 
adversely affected. Further from the point of viewof heat transfershot peening 
I arit ~eenina will Drovide fa) rouahened surfacewhich will affect the convection 
2 ,  .. . , ,  

flow (b) more IluclcatingsitestorvapoJr b u ~ h  es. In form otpealtsano va kys  
Ar rhispoinl it isof interest to nolnlhat Milthewv 1!17 7 de!trm'ncdi!>em nlmuln 
radiusof starting point at a given temperature difference in a boiling liquid at 
which generationof vapourbubbleispossible The growthof still smaller bubble 
is not possibleor else the pressure inside the bubble exceed that of equilbrium. 
In a sample caseof boiling of water at atmospheric pressure with temperature 
difference varying from 5 OC to 25 OC, the minmum radius of acting starting 
points changes from 6.7 micron at 5 OC to 1.29 micron at 25 OC. 
It will be desirable but difficult to analyse different types of indentations of 
particles of numerous geometries and orientations, and their distribution over 
thesurface. It is felt, that two extreme cases of geometry of indenting particle 
canbelookedinto. Thefirst, aspherevolumeforunit surfacearea,and theother 
a tetrahedran where the material is enclosed by minimum number (four) of 
planes, and which has minimum volume for unit surface area. In case of 
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tetrahedranthe normalto its base is along the depthof indentation, vertex,hitting 
first. The characteristic length L, for the particles is taken as ratio of its volume 
to surface. Thus for a sphere of radius 'a' its characteristic length is 0.3333a. 
and for a tetrahedron of side 'a' its charact&istics length is 0.068041a. Heat 
transferto liquid in the dent from the surrounding hot surface will be enhanced 
if the dent has significantly highersurface area than the projected area on the 
surface of the component. This increases the nucleating sites. 
Information regarding the variation of (a) dent surface area Ad (b) projected 
area of lthe dent on the surface Ap (c) ratio of dent surface area to projected 
area AdlAp; with the deptKof the dent "d" is tabulated. The depth of the dent 
is made non-dimensional by dividing it by characteristic length of the sphere 
or tetrahedron (L = volume/surface area). Further dent surface area and 
projected area are made non-dimensional by dividing it by square of charac- 
teristic length (L7 ). 

d= depth of dent Ad = Surface area of dent 

L = Characteristic length of particles Ap = Projected area 

4. DISCUSSION 

Tetr 
AdAp I AdlL2xl 0' 

The table shows the variation of dent surface area, projected area and ratio of 
the two, for d/L in range of 0.001 to 0.2 (since in shot peening depth of dent is 
extremely small),fortwo geometrical configurationsof the dent onthesurface. 
For smaller depth of the dent, the dent surface area for ball (sphere) is greater 
than that due to tetrahedron. This is basically due to the fact that in peening, 
ball is flat at the point of contact whereas tetrahedron is just a point at !k 
contact. Furiher the dent surface area increase proportionally with the ratio d l  
L incaseof sphere, whereasdentsurfacearea, incaseof tetrahedron increases 
in proportion to square of the ratio d /L  The variation of projected areas with 
the ratiodiL, in both the cases have the irend as that of dent surface areas. An 
important result is thatthe ratio of AdIAp in caseof sphereis very closeto unity, 
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and incase of tetrahedron it is three. This indicates that the roughness so 
obtained by sphericalshot peening islessthanthat would beobtained by having 
tetrahedron shot (dents). Besides, higherthis ratio, rougher will bethe surface 
and therefore more nucleating sites are expected on surface dented by 
tetrahedrons. Nadkarni et. al(1990) reportedsuchacase in their experiments. 
This brings in the question of udesirable mechanical properties (fatigue and 
fracture) due to shot peening by sharp object like tetrahedrons. But scratch or 
sharp cut on surface is different than sharp compressie dent. It is hoped that 
by controlled experiments, shot peening parameters can beobtained which will 
give higher boiling heat transfer on the surface and reasonable improvement 
insurfacemechanicalpropertiesduetotetrahedron-grit peeningofthesurface. 

5. CONCLUSlONS 

Geometrical parameters of two types of dents, one spherical and another 
tetrahedron were estimated. It isfound thattetrahedrondents have greaterAd1 
Ap ratio and may provide more nucleating sites and thereby increase heat 
transfer rate in boiling. 

Experiments with tetrahedron shaped1 grit/ sharp particle peening are needed 
to assess adverse surface properties since sharp cut and scratch are basically 
different from compressive impact prevailing in grit peening. 
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